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The A4 A-hyp6rnuclai &r@ tho only known baryonic systems with Ac6 which

exhibit.a particle-stable ●xcited state, Tharofora, the binding-energy

systamatics offar a unique opportunity to tgat our ●bility to model the low.

energy proportles of the hyparon-nucleon (YN) forro, Wa have previously

ob?ervadl that che charge mymmmtry breaking ●xhibited by the 0+ ground-state

A-separation energies for this isodoublet ●ppears co be consistent with that

roflacted in the low-ana~gy AN scattering parameters of the Nijmcgen2 mason

theorotic YN potantial modal D, only lf onc utilizma txact four-body equations

from ● complata four-body thccry. Wa wish to point out Ilar@that tha 0+-1+

binding ●norgy diffaranco in chim system is sonsicivo to ANHXN conversion.

M@asur@mont of tho Ml V-damxcftation ●norgios in the A-4 hyparnuclaar

system has yioldcd~

E7(;H) u 1.f~4~ .04 HoV ●nd E7(;Ho) - 1,15 + ,04 MoV,

Theorists’ ●bility to mod~l bound-stat. systom~ is much moro highly dtvaloped

than it is for tho continuum. Fllrthomore, tha axperimsntal pracision

posslbla in such maasuromancs is normally much highar than ons can ●chicva in

scactorlng ●xporimants, Doen cha ●vcrap,-valuo of AE - 1,1 MsV from ~his

spin-flip cransltlon raflccc ths simpla spin-dopondonca of tha obsarved AN

scatcoring lor,gths●nd ●ffoctivo ran~os?

U. havs ●xplorcd this question using i) ●xact four-body aquations which

●ra ●quivalent to thcso of Yakubovsky in thair seprnrabltipoto:~r.iel

formulatlon4 ●nd 11) YN soparablo potentials’ vhomo paramotsrs wartidetermined

from tha low-onargy scattering proporcias of cha Nijmegcn model F6 We solve

tho couplad, cwo-varlablo in:ogral ●quations numerically without re~ort to
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separable expansion of the three-body kernels. When we represent the AN

interaction in terms of one-channel central potentials fitted to AN scattering

data and assume that the interaction is unaltered when the AN pair is embedded

in the nuclear medium (i.e., when it binds to a nuclear core), then we find

that the AW941+ state is more bound than the 0+ state.
7

That is, we find that

the ground state and excited state are inversely ordered In comparison with

experiment, If we instead model the Al++lllconversion as a coupling of tne A-

X system to w spatially symmetric T-1/2, Jm-1/2+ trinucleon core, then we find

a suppression of the off-diagonal (AN~ZN) potential which reduces the binding

in the 0+ state more than in the 1+ state, We obtain a model value for the

1++0+ transition energy of E7 _ 1.4 MeV. That is, Ey then has the right sign

and correct magnitude. We conclude that,the 1+-0+ binding energy difference

in tho A-4 hypernuclei reflects the spin-dependmce of the YN interaction in a

complox ❑annar that cannot be simply represented by one-body ?quacion (e.g.

moan field) approximations to few-body systems.
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